Table Tennis
GENERAL:
1. Each team shall submit a list of players with their college IDs. Failing to provide legitimate
IDs will not allow that player to participate.
2. Teams need to report the Hall 15 min before the scheduled start of the game. Walkover will
be given to a team if opposite team is not able to reach the ground within 10 minutes of
scheduled time.

GAME RULES:
Men:
1. The rules of the tournament of the International Table Tennis Federation as adopted from
time to time by the Table Tennis Federation of India shall apply unless otherwise modified
2. The number of players representing any College shall not be less than three or more than
five. Only five certificates shall be awarded to a winning team.
3. Matches will be based on five singles.
4. The order of play shall be as followsi) Three players on one side are numbered A, B and C and the three players on the
other side are numbered X, Y and Z
a. A > X
b. B > Y
c. C > Z

ii) Order of play shall be:
1. A vs. X
2. B vs. Y
3. C vs. Z
4. A vs. Y
5. B vs. X
5. The result of the tie shall be declared when either of the team wins three matches.
6. The score standings, when the match is decided, shall be considered for the calculations
indicated above. The tally for all matches played among the tied teams in the league fixture
will be considered.
7. Non marking shoes are necessary.

Women:
1. The number of players representing any College shall not be less than two or more
than three. At max 3 certificates shall be awarded to a winning team.
2. i) The order of play shall be as follows:
First Match: A vs. X
Second Match: Doubles match
Third Match: B vs. Y

ii) A, B and X, Y shall be determined by a draw of lots. The result of the match shall be
declared when either of the team wins 2 matches.
3. Each match will be played following a best of five games format, based with each game of
11 points.
4. Tie will be resolved by successfully applying the following criteria1. Individual Matches Won/Individual Matches Lost
2. Games won by the Team/Games lost by the team
5. The score standings, when the match is decided, shall be considered for the calculations
indicated above. The tally for all matches played among the tied teams in the league fixture
will be considered.
6. Non marking shoes are necessary.
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